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Check Mig form is needed when entering and exiting Colombia.
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Introducing CheckMig, a tool for travelers—both 

locals and visitors—to streamline their entry and 

exit in Colombia by preloading trip details.

• Facilitates quicker immigration interviews, expediting the 

process.

• Enhances communication between passengers and immigration 

officials.

• Decreases wait times during immigration procedures.

Make Your CheckMig: Complete the immigration registration form 

at least 72 hours prior to your journey or up to one hour before 

departure.

Remember to CheckMig: Bear in mind that you must fill out the 

CheckMig form upon entry to and departure from Colombia.
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The Colombia Check-Mig Form is an online immigration form managed by Migración Colombia. Travelers fill it out 

with details like entry transportation route, passport info and accommodation plans. Initially used for contactless 

immigration during reopening, it's now a permanent fixture even post-restrictions. 

How to Complete the Check Mig Colombia Form 

Completing the Colombia Check Mig Form isn't as tough as it used to be. The updated application form is now more 

user-friendly. Here's a quick guide to help you through it:

• The form can be completed in English.

• It takes around 10 minutes or less.
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Complete the Check-Mig Form between 1 and 72 hours before your flight. It's available 72 hours prior and must be 

done at least 1 hour before departure for both arrival and departure in Colombia. Aim to finish it at least 24 hours 

ahead to avoid issues. Consider applying during your pre-flight routine, using a laptop for smoother processing.

Where to request your Check Mig Colombia Form?

You should complete your official Check-Mig form on https://checkmigcolombia.us/application/. The website offers 

versions in English, Spanish, French, and German, allowing you to choose your language at the top right corner.

What is needed eto apply for the Colombian travel Document?

1) Passport Number   2) Travel Date   3) Flight Number, Airline, and Departure City   4) City/Port of Entry into Colombia

5) Address and Phone Number of your stay in Colombia. 

Having these details ready will help you complete the Check-Mig Form smoothly for entry and exit into Colombia.

https://checkmigcolombia.us/application/
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Let me guide you through the process of filling out Colombia's Check-Mig form step by step, from the CheckMig

website. 

Before we begin, I want to make it clear that we are not a legal expert or affiliated with Colombian immigration. 

There are some parts of the form that might be unclear, and I'm sharing my interpretation and how we would fill it 

out. Please don't take this as official advice from Colombian authorities.

Step 1: Accessing the Form. You'll find the option to complete your Check-Mig Colombia Form. If you need to 

change the language, use the drop-down menu at the top right. Spanish, French, English and German are available.

Step 2: Provide Personal Information. Next, you'll be asked to enter your personal details, including your 

passport number. This part is fairly straightforward. Make sure to enter your email correctly to receive confirmation if 

needed. Choose your reason for travel ((e.g. tourism, business, etc.)) and proceed.
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Step 3: Provide Your Travel Details. Now, let's input your flight information. Select your flight type: commercial or 

private. Then, choose the city you'll be entering (e.g., Cartagena). Pick your flight date within the 72-hour timeframe 

and enter your flight number (both letters and numbers. Lastly, fill in your origin/destination country and city.

Step 4: Accommodation Details in Colombia. On the "Hosting Information" section, enter where you'll stay upon 

arrival. Include the address and city. Note that this step is skipped for departure form applicants.

Step 5: Questionnaire. Answer a question mainly focus on cash amounts you're bringing into Colombia. 

Step 6: Accept Terms. Agree to the terms and conditions to proceed. 

Step 7: Review Your Information. Check all provided details on the review page before proceeding to the payment.

Step 8: Payment and Confirmation. After successful payment, you'll receive your approved Check Mig via email.
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A new Travel Form is needed on Departure. The process mirrors the one for entry, with a slight difference in Step 3 

where you select “Leaving Colombia.” Proceed by entering your flight and personal details as usual. You'll then 

move directly to the terms and conditions section since there's no need to provide accommodation info in Colombia.

Here are a few more questions and concerns that we think people might still have about the Check Mig form in 

Colombia and we could use them for further clarification:

• Who checks the Check-Mig form? Typically, either the check-in and baggage drop attendant, or a gate 

agent will confirm that everyone has completed the form. While they may not ask to see it at immigration, it's wise 

to have it handy just in case.

• What if I don’t complete the Check-Mig form? Failure to complete the Check-Mig form may result in 

denial of boarding your flight. Airlines are strict about proper documentation, including the Check-Mig.
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• Do I need to complete the Check-Mig if I have a visa or residency in Colombia? Yes, all travelers, 

including citizens, permanent residents, and visa holders, must complete the Check-Mig form when entering and 

exiting Colombia.

• Is the Check-Mig required for domestic flights within Colombia? No, the Check Mig is only mandatory 

for international entry and exit from Colombia. For domestic flights, you'll need to show your ID and airline tickets.

• When is the Check-Mig form available? The Check-Mig form becomes available 72 hours before your 

scheduled departure time.

• When does the Check-Mig form close? You must complete the form at least 1 hour before your departure 

time, or the application won't allow you to do so.



www.checkmigcolombia.us

Email:

Info@checkmigcolombia.us

If you still have doubts or questions about 

Check Mig that you would like an answer 

to, please contact us at the email address 

below.


